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The possibilities in every student
inspire us.
We are committed to inspiring the children entrusted to us
to believe in and develop their potential, so that they become
positive contributors to their community and their world.
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STUDENT LEARNING

Our goal is clear:

Empower and equip all students today
with the competence and confidence
to build their tomorrow!
Achieving proficiency in rigorous academic standards;
Demonstrating responsibility & consistent effort;
Building community & healthy relationships.
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Vital signs of student progress

Continuous
Academic
Growth

•

Student proficiency in all
academic standards

•

Accelerate language
proficiency for English
learners

•

Student proficiency for
participation in the 21st
Century
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Academic
Tenacity

•

Student attendance

•

Closing the “achievement
gap” among student
subgroups and maximizing
learning for all students
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SocioEmotional
Development
& Resiliency

•

Student attitude, motivation
& satisfaction

•

Successful transitions from
grade-to-grade

					
Salida Union School District …
Preparing every learner for success in school & life!
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PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES
All students will learn at high levels when instruction meets their needs. Therefore, the teachers, staff
and administrators of Salida Union School District - in partnership with parents and community
- are committed to continuous improvement of our Teaching Practices, Leadership Practices and
Organizational Practices, because they are the precursors to Student Learning. Our Four Pillars
define the capabilities we need and must develop in order to be true to our commitment.
TEACHING PRACTICES

Pillar #1
High
Expectations
for All

Pillar #2
StandardsAligned
Differentiated
Instruction

Pillar #3
Collegial
Collaboration
and
Accountability

Pillar #4
Safe Climate
& Strong
Relationships
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T1: Teachers will communicate
realistic, high expectations for all
students and ensure engagement
of all students in learning
activities.

LEADERSHIP PRACTICES

ORGANIZATIONAL PRACTICES

L1: Leadership Team will support
the implementation of agreed
upon professional practices and
the vital signs of student learning.

O1: Teachers, students, and
parents will outline goals and
set mutual expectations to be
reviewed during conferences.

T2: Teachers will reinforce
positive social behaviors and
skills, and expect students to take
ownership of their own learning.

L2: Leadership Team will
facilitate parent workshops to
demonstrate how parents can
support student learning and
increase parent involvement.

O2: The district will provide
professional development to
all classified and certificated
staff, parents, and volunteers, to
reinforce student accountability.

T3: Teachers will challenge all
students to the same standards,
personal potential, and high
expectations.

L3: Principal will provide for and
facilitate on-going collaborative
planning and analysis of student
work.

T4: Teachers will use assessment
strategies to monitor each child’s
progress toward proficiency and
to adjust instructional practices.

L4: Principal will monitor
classroom instruction routinely
and give timely, explicit feedback
to teachers and staff regarding
instructional effectiveness.

O3: District will allot time
for Professional Learning
Communities, training, and
preparation of standards-aligned
instructional materials.

T5: Teachers will use common
planning time to address
curriculum, reflect on
instructional practices and
diagnose student needs based on
data.

L5: Administration will support
collaboration by providing
scheduled time for teachers
to reflect on data and share
professional practices.

T6: Teachers will share ideas and
strategies, observe classrooms,
and inspire colleagues to
higher levels of performance,
commitment, and motivation.

T7: Teachers will communicate
and model care and concern for
students’ learning and well-being.
T8: Teachers will communicate
and model socially responsible
and ethical behavior so that
students will learn how to be
responsible citizens.

L6: Administration will allocate
resources to ensure that teachers
receive professional development
focused on areas identified
through data analysis.

O4: District will provide training
and support for teachers
regarding effective differentiation
strategies.

O5: District & School leadership
will provide a variety of options
for professional collaboration.
O6: School support staff will
collaborate with grade level
teams to share data about
student progress and reflect on
professional practices.

L7: Leadership Team will
ensure consistent application
of classroom and school rules
from day-to-day and student-tostudent.

O7: District leaders, school
staff, parents, and community
partners will use a variety of
communication tools on a regular
basis to facilitate interactions.

L8: Leadership Team will facilitate
two-way communication of
information among parents,
teachers, and students to build a
safe learning community.

O8: District leadership will
implement a shared vision and
plan for promoting, enhancing,
and sustaining a high-achieving,
positive school climate.
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VITAL SIGNS AND VISIBLE OUTCOMES

What gets measured and
reinforced, gets done!

Student
Learning

In the medical profession, vital signs define the body’s most
basic functions and are used to detect and monitor patient
health. In a professional learning community, a series of vital
signs can be used to track “organizational health” and monitor
progress toward the goal.
By paying consistent attention to the Vital Signs of Student
Learning and Professional Practices, we will be able to monitor
and communicate progress, continuously improve practices,
ensure accountability, and celebrate our successes.

Teaching
Practices

Leadership
Practices

Organizational
Practices

Cognitively engaging
work
• Students use thinking,
questioning, negotiating
and problem-solving
strategies.
• Students take a position
and support it with
evidence.

Checking for understanding
• Teacher uses variety of
student response techniques
(e.g., think-pair-share, retelling,
written responses, signals).
• Teacher uses variety of
writing assessment strategies
(e.g., read-write-pair-share,
interactive writing, summary
writing).

Instructional monitoring
• Principal facilitates teacher
participation in peer-to-peer
classroom observations.
• Principal ensures that
teachers use the school’s
vital signs and visible
outcomes rubric for selfmonitoring of instructional
effectiveness.

Resources aligned to
priorities
• “Sacred time” is set aside
to collaborate, monitor,
and reflect on practice.
• School schedule maximizes
time spent on quality
instruction.

Access to early
intervention
• Students receive additional
time and strategies
necessary to master
content and skills.
• Students receive extra
help within the classroom,
school, and community.

Relationship with students
• Teacher communicates
realistically high and positive
academic and behavioral
expectations for all students.
• Teacher communicates
concern and interest in
students’ welfare and learning.

Enforcing instructional &
behavioral expectations
• Principal is direct and honest
with all staff members
about their responsibility to
implement the instructional
focus and monitor the vital
signs with fidelity.
• Principal guides teachers in
analyzing data about student
learning and professional
practices at end of each
assessment cycle.

Protected collaboration
time
• Grade-level/department
teams meet for blocks of
time sufficient to develop
and refine instructional
plans and review student
learning data.
• “Sacred time” is set aside
for core professional
development priorities.

Respect for school norms
• Students take responsibility
for their own conduct.
• Students receive positive
recognition for following
school norms.

Timely intervention
• Teacher uses common
diagnostic, benchmark, and
behavioral data to adjust
intervention groups and levels.
• Teacher develops and
monitors intervention plan
collaboratively with advocate/
mentor for “at risk” students.

Teacher leadership
• Leadership Team facilitates
staff analysis of data on
student learning and
professional practices at
the end of each assessment
cycle.
• Grade level/department
teams meet at least once
each month to reflect on
instructional practices and
student learning.

Communications with
families
• Parents regularly receive
easy-to-understand
student progress reports.
• Principal will communicate
at least once with parents/
families during each
trimester.
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